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Praise for: 

The	  Oneness	  Blessing	  
By Paula Rosenfeld 
 
 
 

This book is a MUST READ! The “Oneness Blessing” book miraculously makes previously 
complex, spiritual ideas simple to understand. I felt Deeksha flow through me as I read it and easily 
returned to the feelings of joy and surrender I felt while at Oneness University, India. The stories in 
it are amazingly clear and thoughtful, and at the same time, every page has a miracle encoded in it. 
One can randomly open to any page, and access truth that will set you free. It’s a book to be read 
over and over. 
“What is” ... is that this book is brilliant! 

—MARK ANTHONY LORD - author of, “Thou Shall Not Suffer - 7 steps to a life of Joy,” and creator 
of PRIDE 2.0. www.markanthonylord.com 
 
 
A Fascinating read! When the world offers daily grim and daunting reports for our future, Ms. 
Rosenfeld delivers The Oneness Blessing- a resource that was for centuries available to only a few in 
Southern India- connecting us to a power that has the potential to uplift and improve the lives of 
every person on the planet. 

—SARA CONNELL, author of Bringing In Finn [nominated Elle Magazine book of the year 2012] 
 
 
There is an exciting transformation of human consciousness happening within humanity right now, 
and the “Oneness Blessing” book captures this powerfully! It takes the reader on a well-rounded and 
in-depth look at the incredible Oneness Phenomenon sweeping the planet. The real life experiences 
of awakened people offer a rich and inspirational guide to living a happy and meaningful life, filled 
with abundance and healed relationships. I highly recommend this enlightening book for everyone 
seeking a personal and collective shift in these exciting and evolutionary times! 

—JULIA DESMOND, author of “Writings from the One: 108 Insights From the Divine” 
www.juliadesmond.com 
 


